Future of SWITCHaai?

• What is SWITCHaai?
• What is SWITCH edu-ID?
• What is their relationship?*
• What is an “edu-ID only” service?

* Hint: Service Description
SWITCHaai

- Federation, i.e.:
- Rules: Attributes (names and definitions), profiles, …
- Onboarding processes for organizations and their services
- Metadata and resource registry
- Federation partners, Interfederation

- Discovery service (WAYF)
- VHO
SWITCH edu-ID

• IdP
• IdP with enhancements (MFA, tbd: OIDC, latest version, …)
• With user directory
• With self service portal (My edu-ID)
• Can release the same attributes as your IdP*

* Provided that it knows about the affiliations at your organization
SWITCHaai & SWITCH edu-ID
The edu-ID is a particular service embedded in the SWITCHaai federation.
“edu-ID only” services

• New services may need features that only edu-ID can provide
• They would configure just the edu-ID IdP, not all
• The edu-ID IdP can deliver affiliations*

Important:
• Services in SWITCHaai continue to work
• Users from organizations that are not migrated can also use all services**

* For linked accounts
** Users must link their edu-ID to their organizational account for edu-ID only services
“edu-ID only” service: SWITCHhub